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MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name of Listed Issuer: RavenQuest Biomed Inc.(the “Issuer”). 

Trading Symbol: RQB 

Number of Outstanding Listed Securities: 113,084,720 

Date: Month of February 2019 

This Monthly Progress Report must be posted before the opening of trading on the fifth 
trading day of each month.  This report is not intended to replace the Issuer’s obligation to 
separately report material information forthwith upon the information becoming known to 
management or to post the forms required by Exchange Policies. If material information 
became known and was reported during the preceding month to which this report relates, 
this report should refer to the material information, the news release date and the posting 
date on the Exchange website. 

This report is intended to keep investors and the market informed of the Issuer’s ongoing 
business and management activities that occurred during the preceding month.  Do not 
discuss goals or future plans unless they have crystallized to the point that they are 
"material information" as defined in the Policies. The discussion in this report must be 
factual, balanced and non-promotional. 

General Instructions 

(a) Prepare this Monthly Progress Report using the format set out below. The 
sequence of questions must not be altered nor should questions be omitted or left 
unanswered.  The answers to the items must be in narrative form.  State when the 
answer to any item is negative or not applicable to the Issuer.  The title to each item 
must precede the answer. 

(b) The term “Issuer” includes the Issuer and any of its subsidiaries. 

(c) Terms used and not defined in this form are defined or interpreted in Policy 1 – 
Interpretation and General Provisions. 

Report on Business 

1. Provide a general overview and discussion of the development of the Issuer’s 
business and operations over the previous month. Where the Issuer was inactive 
disclose this fact. 

In February 2019, the Issuer will continue to provide management & 
consulting services to Bonify Holdings Corporation (“Bonify”) under a one -
year contract extension. The one -year extension will begin when the initial 
three-month contract expires at the end of March 2019, taking the entire term 
of the services agreement through March 2020.  Please refer to Schedule A 
for further information. 



 

 

 

 

2. Provide a general overview and discussion of the activities of management. 

Please refer to Item #1 for further details. 

3. Describe and provide details of any new products or services developed or offered. 
for resource companies, provide details of new drilling, exploration or production 
programs and acquisitions of any new properties and attach any mineral or oil and 
gas or other reports required under Ontario securities law. 

None 

4. Describe and provide details of any products or services that were discontinued. 
For resource companies, provide details of any drilling, exploration or production 
programs that have been amended or abandoned. 

None 

5. Describe any new business relationships entered into between the Issuer, the 
Issuer’s affiliates or third parties including contracts to supply products or services, 
joint venture agreements and licensing agreements etc. State whether the 
relationship is with a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship.  

In February 2019, the Issuer. has entered into a Letter of Intent to be the 
exclusive distributor of seeds from award winning, Amsterdam-based, 
cannabis seed producer Dutch Passion.  Please refer to Schedule C for more 
information. 

6. Describe the expiry or termination of any contracts or agreements between the 
Issuer, the Issuer’s affiliates or third parties or cancellation of any financing 
arrangements that have been previously announced.  

None 

7. Describe any acquisitions by the Issuer or dispositions of the Issuer’s assets that 
occurred during the preceding month.  Provide details of the nature of the assets 
acquired or disposed of and provide details of the consideration paid or payable 
together with a schedule of payments if applicable, and of any valuation. State how 
the consideration was determined and whether the acquisition was from or the 
disposition was to a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship. 

None 

8. Describe the acquisition of new customers or loss of customers. 

None 

9. Describe any new developments or effects on intangible products such as brand 
names, circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents, software, 
subscription lists and trade-marks. 

In February 2019, the Issuer announced a number of  statements in response 
to the February 4 Health Canada Notice of Suspension for Sales at Bonify 
Holdings Corporation.  Please refer to Schedule B for further information. 



 

 

 

10. Report on any employee hirings, terminations or lay-offs with details of anticipated 
length of lay-offs. 

None 

11. Report on any labour disputes and resolutions of those disputes if applicable. 

None 

12. Describe and provide details of legal proceedings to which the Issuer became a 
party, including the name of the court or agency, the date instituted, the principal 
parties to the proceedings, the nature of the claim, the amount claimed, if any, if the 
proceedings are being contested, and the present status of the proceedings. 

None 

13. Provide details of any indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer together with 
the terms of such indebtedness. 

None 

14. Provide details of any securities issued and options or warrants granted. 

None 

15. Provide details of any loans to or by Related Persons. 

None 

16. Provide details of any changes in directors, officers or committee members. 

None 

17. Discuss any trends which are likely to impact the Issuer including trends in the 
Issuer’s market(s) or political/regulatory trends. 

The Licensed Cannabis Industry exists in a developing regulatory 
environment.  Upon completion of the proposed transactions the Issuer will 
be subject to the evolving legislation and regulations, specifically, the Access 
to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations (“ACMPR”).  The Marihuana 
for Medical Purposes Regulations (“MMPR”), the predecessor to the ACMPR, 
was declared invalid by the Federal Court of Canada on February 24, 2016 
and the ACMPR was enacted on August 24, 2016, in order to replace the 
MMPR.  There is no guarantee that the ACMPR will not be repealed or 
replaced in the future. 

 



 

 

 

“Schedule A” 

 
RAVENQUEST AND BONIFY ANNOUNCE ONE-YEAR EXTENSION  

OF SERVICES AGREEMENT 

 

NR19-03 February 6, 2019 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE…Vancouver, British Columbia: RavenQuest BioMed Inc. (the “Company” 

or “RavenQuest”) – (CSE: RQB, OTCQB: RVVQF, Frankfurt: 1IT) announces that RavenQuest will continue 

to provide management & consulting services to Bonify Holdings Corporation (“Bonify”) under a one -year contract 

extension. The one -year extension will begin when the initial three-month contract expires at the end of March 

2019, taking the entire term of the services agreement through March 2020. 

 
Bonify Chairman, Jeff Dyck, stated that “the corrective action taken by RavenQuest has been very well received by 

the regulators. Health Canada has acknowledged the significant progress made inside our facility with respect to 

Quality Management Systems. Our recent suspension was related to past issues.” 

 
“We’re extremely impressed with the professionalism and expertise with which the RavenQuest team has 

methodically handled our compliance challenges, and fully expect to resume full cannabis sales activities in the near 

term with RavenQuest steering our production and quality assurance” Dyck continued. 

 

About RavenQuest BioMed Inc. 

 

RavenQuest BioMed Inc. is a diversified publicly traded cannabis company with divisions focused upon cannabis 

production, management services & consulting and specialized research & development. RavenQuest is a licensed 

producer with facilities located in Markham, Ontario and Edmonton, Alberta. RavenQuest maintains a research 

partnership with Montreal’s McGill University focused upon cultivar (strain) recognition, plant stabilization and 

yield maximization of the cannabis plant. The Company focuses on partnerships with Indigenous communities. 
 
On Behalf of the Board of Directors of  
 

RAVENQUEST BIOMED INC. 

 

"George Robinson"  
Chief Executive Officer 

 

For further information, please contact:  
Mathieu McDonald, Corporate Communications 604-484-1230 

 

Neither Canadian Stock Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the Canadian 

Stock Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this press release, which has been prepared by 

management. 

 
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 

 

All statements in this press release, other than statements of historical fact, are "forward-looking information" with respect to the 

Company within the meaning of applicable securities laws, including statements with respect to the completion of a further 

tranche of the brokered private placement and the acquisition of a licensed cannabis producer. The Company provides forward-

looking statements for the purpose of conveying information about current expectations and plans relating to the future and 

readers are cautioned that such statements may not be appropriate for other purposes. By its nature, this information is subject 

to inherent risks and uncertainties that may be general or specific and which give rise to the possibility that expectations, 



 

 

 

forecasts, predictions, projections or conclusions will not prove to be accurate, that assumptions may not be correct and that 

objectives, strategic goals and priorities will not be achieved. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to those 

identified and reported in the Company’s public filings under the Company’s SEDAR profile at www.sedar.com. Although the 

Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from 

those described in forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as 

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate as actual results 

and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company disclaims any intention or 

obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise unless required by law. 

  



 

 

 

“Schedule B” 
 

 
 

RAVENQUEST ISSUES STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO HEALTH CANADA SALES 

LICENSE SUSPENSION AT BONIFY 

 

NR19-04 February 6, 2019 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE…Vancouver, British Columbia: RavenQuest BioMed Inc. (the “Company” 

or “RavenQuest”) – (CSE: RQB, OTCQB: RVVQF, Frankfurt: 1IT) CEO, George Robinson, also acting 

President & CEO at Bonify, issues the following statement in response to the February 4 Health Canada (“HC”) 

Notice of Suspension for Sales at Bonify Holdings Corporation (“Bonify”). 

 
“On February 4, 2019, Bonify received a Notice of Suspension for Sales from Health Canada. Shortly thereafter, HC 

issued a statement to the media which outlined the grounds for suspension. We are disappointed to see large 

discrepancies between the Health Canada media statement and the detailed notice we received in writing. What was 

presented to the public was very different than what we received in the written Notice of Suspension. 

 
Health Canada hand delivered the Notice of Suspension at 9:30am, February 4, prior to the two-day inspection that 

took place on February 4-5, 2019. Of note is the following timeline: 

 
 Bonify initiated a recall of product and began corrective action immediately 

 December 11-14, 2018: HC inspects the Bonify facility 

 December 14, 2018: Bonify begins additional corrective actions based upon HC verbal debrief 

 December 21, 2018: HC reports written findings to Bonify  
 January 9: Bonify responds to HC’s observations  
 January 19: HC requests additional information with a February 1 due date, later extended to February 11 

at Bonify’s request 

 February 4: HC delivers Notice of Suspension to Bonify prior to the Bonify facility inspection 

 
Bonify is entitled to respond to the Notice of Suspension within 10 days and will vigorously defend its license by 

providing reasons why the suspension is unfounded”. 

About RavenQuest BioMed Inc. 

 

RavenQuest BioMed Inc. is a diversified publicly traded cannabis company with divisions focused upon cannabis 

production, management services & consulting and specialized research & development. RavenQuest is a licensed 

producer with facilities located in Markham, Ontario and Edmonton, Alberta. RavenQuest maintains a research 

partnership with Montreal’s McGill University focused upon cultivar (strain) recognition, plant stabilization and 

yield maximization of the cannabis plant. The Company focuses on partnerships with Indigenous communities. 

 

On Behalf of the Board of Directors of  
 

RAVENQUEST BIOMED INC. 

 

"George Robinson"  
Chief Executive Officer 

 



 

 

 

For further information, please contact:  
Mathieu McDonald, Corporate Communications 604-484-1230 

 

Neither Canadian Stock Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the Canadian 

Stock Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this press release, which has been prepared by 

management. 

 
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 

 

All statements in this press release, other than statements of historical fact, are "forward-looking information" with respect to the 

Company within the meaning of applicable securities laws, including statements with respect to the completion of a further 

tranche of the brokered private placement and the acquisition of a licensed cannabis producer. The Company provides forward-

looking statements for the purpose of conveying information about current expectations and plans relating to the future and 

readers are cautioned that such statements may not be appropriate for other purposes. By its nature, this information is subject 

to inherent risks and uncertainties that may be general or specific and which give rise to the possibility that expectations, 

forecasts, predictions, projections or conclusions will not prove to be accurate, that assumptions may not be correct and that 

objectives, strategic goals and priorities will not be achieved. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to those 

identified and reported in the Company’s public filings under the Company’s SEDAR profile at www.sedar.com. Although the 

Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from 

those described in forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as 

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate as actual results 

and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company disclaims any intention or 

obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise unless required by law. 

 

  



 

 

 

“Schedule C” 
 

 
RAVENQUEST TO EXCLUSIVELY SELL SEEDS FROM AWARD-WINNING AMSTERDAM-BASED 

SEED PRODUCER DUTCH PASSION 

 

NR19-05 February 15, 2019 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE…Vancouver, British Columbia: RavenQuest BioMed Inc. (the “Company” 

or “RavenQuest”) – (CSE: RQB, OTCQB: RVVQF, Frankfurt: 1IT) is pleased to announce it has entered into a 

Letter of Intent to be the exclusive distributor of seeds from award winning, Amsterdam-based, cannabis seed 

producer Dutch Passion. 

 
Having won 50+ Cannabis Cups awarded for high-THC and high-CBD varieties of cannabis which are particularly 

easy to grow, Dutch Passion invented feminized cannabis seeds in the 1990’s and helped pioneer the success of 

high-THC Autoflower cannabis in more recent years. Dutch Passion is one of the world’s oldest cannabis seedbanks 

and one of the few remaining original seed companies, offering a variety of original classic cannabis varieties as 

well as some of the very best new varieties, available in Regular, Feminized as well as Autoflower seeds. Dutch 

Passion was founded in the 1970’s and formally established as a seedbank in 1987. 

 
RavenQuest believes that its arrangement with Dutch Passion will address two distinct market segments in Canada 

for home-growers and micro -cultivators: Premium market “Dutch Passion” and value-market “SeedStockers”, 

which will also be sold under RavenQuest’s private label. 

 
Dutch Passion seeds will give Canadian home-growers and (micro) Licensed Producers access to a wide selection 

from over 60 premium seeds including Cannabis Cup award winning “Orange Bud ”, “Power Plant ”, “Glueberry 

O.G. ”, “Mazar ”, “CBD Skunk Haze ” and “Euforia ”. 

 
“We are thrilled to partner with Dutch Passion to sell these high-quality seeds across Canada. Working with Eric 

Siereveld, CEO of Dutch Passion, has been a pleasure” stated George Robinson, CEO of RavenQuest. “Canadians 

are now permitted to grow up to four plants at home. This is a significant, high margin business segment and a new 

revenue stream with excellent near-term growth potential. As part of RavenQuest’s ongoing commitment to deliver 

the best of the cannabis plant to Canadians, we look forward to partnering with such a respected name in the seed 

business” Robinson continued. 

 
Dutch Passion CEO, Eric Siereveld, commented that “We are excited to make some of the world’s best seeds 

available to grow-enthusiasts and (micro) LP’s in the Canadian marketplace. Canada has shown a healthy and 

progressive acceptance of cannabis, which is reflected most recently in adult-use legalization allowing home 

cultivation. Working with RavenQuest as our exclusive distributor is a perfect fit for Dutch Passion, given both 

companies’ passion for the cannabis plant in all its forms. RavenQuest believes all great cannabis products begin 

with the plant itself. We couldn’t agree more.” 

 
About Dutch Passion 

 
Dutch Passion is a Dutch company with over 30 years’ experience in the development and distribution of cannabis 

seeds. Dutch Passion is focused on producing high-quality, high-THC cannabis genetics and on providing attentive 

customer service through its experienced customer service team. Dutch Passion’s diverse seed collection of 

international cannabis genetics dates back to the 1970s, with all varieties having passed strict tests designed to 

ensure ease of growth, heavy yields and high-quality results. In the 1990s, Dutch Passion invented feminized 



 

 

 

cannabis seeds and, more recently, helped to pioneer the success of high-THC auto-flowering cannabis seeds plus 

new genetics high in other cannabinoids. Further information about Dutch Passion can be found on their website at 

www.dutch-passion.com. 

 

About RavenQuest BioMed Inc. 

 

RavenQuest BioMed Inc. is a diversified publicly traded cannabis company with divisions focused upon cannabis 

production, management services & consulting and specialized research & development. RavenQuest is a licensed 

producer with facilities located in Markham, Ontario and Edmonton, Alberta. RavenQuest maintains a research 

partnership with Montreal’s McGill University focused upon cultivar (strain) recognition, plant stabilization and 

yield maximization of the cannabis plant. The Company focuses on partnerships with Indigenous communities. 

 

On Behalf of the Board of Directors of  
 

RAVENQUEST BIOMED INC. 

 

"George Robinson"  
Chief Executive Officer 

 

For further information, please contact:  
Mathieu McDonald, Corporate Communications 604-484-1230 

 

Neither Canadian Stock Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the Canadian 

Stock Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this press release, which has been prepared by 

management. 

 
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 

 

All statements in this press release, other than statements of historical fact, are "forward-looking information" with respect to the 

Company within the meaning of applicable securities laws, including statements with respect to the completion of a further 

tranche of the brokered private placement and the acquisition of a licensed cannabis producer. The Company provides forward-

looking statements for the purpose of conveying information about current expectations and plans relating to the future and 

readers are cautioned that such statements may not be appropriate for other purposes. By its nature, this information is subject 

to inherent risks and uncertainties that may be general or specific and which give rise to the possibility that expectations, 

forecasts, predictions, projections or conclusions will not prove to be accurate, that assumptions may not be correct and that 

objectives, strategic goals and priorities will not be achieved. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to those 

identified and reported in the Company’s public filings under the Company’s SEDAR profile at www.sedar.com. Although the 

Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from 

those described in forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as 

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate as actual results 

and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company disclaims any intention or 

obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise unless required by law. 

 

 



 

 

 

Certificate Of Compliance 

The undersigned hereby certifies that: 

1. The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been 
duly authorized by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this 
Certificate of Compliance. 

2. As of the date hereof there were is no material information concerning the Issuer 
which has not been publicly disclosed. 

3. The undersigned hereby certifies to the Exchange that the Issuer is in 
compliance with the requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such 
term is defined in National Instrument 14-101) and all Exchange Requirements 
(as defined in CNSX Policy 1). 

4. All of the information in this Form 7 Monthly Progress Report is true. 

Dated  March 4, 2019  

 Anton (Tony) Drescher  
Name of Director or Senior 
Officer 

 /s/ Anton (Tony) Drescher  
Signature 
Director  
Official Capacity 
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